Open 'Senior Lecturer' position for Conservation Scientist

Employment

The Institute of Conservation at the University of Applied Arts Vienna, Austria, is looking for Conservation Scientist for the position of a Senior Lecturer to begin at 2 October 2017. Hours of work – full-time (40 hours per week), permanent contract.

Employment requirements:
- Austrian or EU / EEA citizenship or with equivalent employment requirement
- PhD in chemistry, conservation science, physics or other natural science
- didactic skills, teaching experience is an advantage
- interest and experience in the field of heritage conservation
- experience in conservation and investigations of metals
- organisational skills
- good team ability
- enthusiasm and personal resilience

Responsibilities:
- teaching- and research activities in material science
- scientific support of students during the 'Central artistic subject' (conservation studio work), pre-diploma and diploma theses and dissertations
- scientific studies of objects of art and cultural heritage
- experience with analytical instrumentation including micro-FTIR, XRF and SEM-EDX
- self-depending lecturing and holding of tutorials, seminars and examinations
- participation in international training, research and restoration projects
- committed collaboration in organisational and administration tasks

The monthly minimum salary available is € 2.731,-- brutto (14x per year). It may possibly be increased on the basis of the collective agreement rules by the recognition of specific previous experience as well as other appraisal packets linked to the specification of the working possibilities will be possible.

Qualified applicants can submit their written application with relevant documents to the Institute of Conservation by 6 June 2017 at the latest (arrival at the Institute) either by post or per email to the following address:
Institute of Conservation, University of Applied Arts Vienna, Salzgries 14, 1010 Vienna, Austria, e-mail: kons-rest@uni-ak.ac.at

The University of Applied Arts Vienna aims to increase the proportion of women in scientific and artistic personnel. Therefore, qualified women are explicitly requested to apply. In the case of equal qualifications, women are given priority.